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Second Semester B.Sc. Degree Examination, December 2021

First Degree Programme Under CBCSS

Statistics

Complementary Course for Mathematics

ST 123,t.1 _ PROBABILITY AND RANDOM VARIABLES

(2018 and 2019 Admission)

Time : 3 Hours

SECTION _ A

Answer all questions, each question carries 1 mark.

1. Define sample space of a random experiment with suitable example.

2. When will you say that several events are mutually exclusive and exhaustive?

3. Mention any two drawbacks of the classical definition of probability.

4. State multiplication theorem of probability.

5. Define a priori probability.

6. Distinguish belween discrete and continuous random variables.

7. Find the value of a, if a random variabte X had pdf f(x) = uri,rrO.
8. For two random variables X and Y, show that E(X + Y) = E(X) + E(Y

9. Show that the first central moment of a random variable is always zero.

10. Show by an example that the moment generating function of a random variabte
does not exist always.

(10 x'l = 10 Marks)

Max. Marks : 80

P.T.O.



SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions, each question carries 2 marks.

1 1. Seven balls are distributed in two bags at random. What is the probability that the
first bag contains 4 balls?

12. lf two unbiased dice are thrown, what is the probability that the product of the
outcomes is a prime number?

'13. ll A and B are mutually exclusive events and Pl[= ! and P(B)- 1, find ,nu'34
values of P(A fi el ana elA 1a).

14. Show that if two events A and B are independent,

P(4nB)= P(A).P(B)

15. Show that pairwise independence does not imply mutual independence, with the
help of an example.

16. A bag contains 3 oranges and 2 apples and another bag contains 4 oranges and
3 apples. A bag is selected at random and one fruit is drawn from the selected
bag. What is the probability that the selected fruit is an orange?

17. Define the distribution function of a random variable. What are its important
properties?

18. The.ioint pdf of two random variablesXand yis

.1
f lx,y) -^'_(x t 2y). x = 0.1.2: y 0.1,2

ZI

Find the marginal density functions of X and y-

19. lf a random variableXhas pdf f(x) : e', x>O,find the distribution of Y=3X.

20. Show thal p,= p', - (p',)' whete p, represents lh central moment anci 4i
represents the lh raw moment.

21. Define the conditional expectation E07y).

22. Detine the characteristic function of a random variable. What is its advantage
over the moment generating function?

(8x2='l6Marks)
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SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. State and prove addition theorem of probability.

24. A five digit number is formed with digits 0,1,2,3,4. Find the probability that the
number is (a) divisible by 5 (b) an odd number.

25. The probability that a 50 year old man will be alive at 60 is 0.83 and the
probability that a 45 year old woman will be alive at 55 is 0.87. What is the
probability that a man, who is 50 and his wife, who is 45 will both alive '10 years
hence?

26. State and prove Baye's theorem.

27. Find the value of k such that f(x) = kx(- x), O<x<1 is a pdf. Also find

pl x ,1)L2)

28. The joint pdf of two random variables X and Y is given by f(x,y) - l(O , y)
t

0. x.2.2. y_4

(a) Find the marginal density functions of XandY

(b) Examine whether X and y are independent.

29. lf Xis a random variable with densitv function f(x)= ll] x 1,2,3..., find the' \2)
pdfotY=*.

30. Derive the relationship between the lh central moment and raw moments.

31. When will you say that several random variables are mutually independent? Give
an example for mutually inddpendent events.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions, each question carries '15 marks.

32. (a) Define the term 'statistical regularity'. How the probability is defined based
on this property?

(b) A town has two doctors A and 8, working independently. The probability that
doctor A is available for consultation at a particular time is 0.9 and the
doctor I is available with probability 0.8. What is the probability that at least
one doctor is available when needed?

33. (a) Define the conditional probability of events.

(b) For three events A, B and C. show that

P(Au Btc)= P(Atc)+ p(arc)+ plAtBtc)

34. (a) Define probability mass function of a discrete random variable. What are its
important properties?

(b) A coin is tossed till the outcome is 'head' and the random variable X dinote
the number of tosses. Write the probability mass function of X

35. (a) Show that the moment generating function of the sum of two independent
random variables is the product of their moment generating functions.

(b) lf a random variable X has pdf f(x) = 7e u, x > O, find the moment
generating function and hence the mean and variance of X

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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PY 1231.'I _ THERMAL PHYSICS AND STATISTICAL MECHANICS

(2020 Admission Regular)

Time : 3 Hours

SECTION - A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. What are the desirable thermal properties of material to be used for constructing
cooking utensils?

2. Give an estimate on the temperature of photosphere and core of the sun.

3. Plot the TS diagram of a Carnot's cycle.

4. How does entropy vary in reversible and irreversible processes?

5. What does the second law of thermodynamics represent?

6. Entropy is considered as an extensive property. Why?

. 7. Why do we call thermal radiation as infrared radiation?

8. Differentiate between isochoric and isobaric processes.

L What is the main objective of statistical mechanics?

10. what is a pyrheliometer? 
(10 x 1 = 10 Marks)
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SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions, not exceeding a paragraph. Each question carries
2 marks.

' 1 1. Explain the molecular theory for heat conduction.

12. Work out the analogy between black body radiation and a perfect gas.

13. ln a furnace, two iron pieces are heated to the same temperature. One piece is
then taken out. Which piece will appear brighter.iust at this instant? Explain.

14. Draw the blackbody spectrum for three temperatures with emissive power as a
function of wavelength.

.15. Distinguish between closed and isolated systems with example.

'16. Give the important propefties of entropy.

17. How does the internal energyofa system develop?

18. List the significances and limitations of.rirst law of thermodynamics.

19. Draw the PV diagram for a diesel engine.

20. Mentlon the important characteristics of heat engine cycles.

21. Make a comparison on reversible and irreversible processes.

22. Show that for the whole system on which the Carnot engine operates, the
algebraic sum of the entropy changes for the whole cycle is zero.

23. Explain why adiabatic compression causes heating.

24. What is a phase space?

25. What are the assumptions made in stating Rayleigh Jean's law?

26. What is a black body? What are its characteristics?
(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Distinguish between thermometric conductivrty and thermal conductivity.

28. Thermal conductivity of brass is 4 times of copper. Two bars, one of brass and
the other of copper of same length and same cross sectional area are joined
together. The free ends of copper and brass are kept at steam point and ice point
respectively. Find the temperature of the joint in the condition of steady state.
Heat loss due to radiation is neglected.

M - 2341



29. Calculate.the work done when one litre of monatomic perfect gas at NTP is
compressed adiabatically to half its volume. 'y = '1.66.

30. Show that there is no change in entropy for reversible cycle.

31. For a Diesel engine, find the adiabatic compression ratio if the combustion
expansion ratio is 4. Given the efficiency of the engine as 52.0% and y = 1.4

32. Calculate the average energy of Planck's oscillator for (holKT)=o.01, 0.1, .1.0 and
10.0.

33. The solar radiation with maximum energy is found to be at 490 nm lf the Wien's
constant is 0.002898, find the temperature of the sun. Also find the temperature of
the moon, if the 14 pm radiations are the most intense from the moon.

34. Compare the ensembles.

35. Prove that the adiabatic curve is steeper than the isothermal curve at a poinl
where the two curves intersect each other.

36. The electrical conductivity of a copper wire of length 500 m and diameter 0.2 mm
at room temperature is 5.9 ' 107 f)-1 m-1. Find its thermal conductivity if the
Lorentz number is 2.32 x1o4 Wt>K:2.

37. A wooden ice box of '1.8 cm thick, lined inside with cork 4 cm thick. lf the
temperature of the inner surface of the cork is 0'C and that of the outer surface
of wood is 10"C, what is the temperature of the interface? The thermal
conductivity of wood is 0.12 Wm-1 K-1 and that of cork is 0.037 Wm-] l(1.

38. Showthatthe value of v,is (4.6 kT/m)05forwhich the probability falls to 0.1 times
the maximum value 

(6 > 4 = 24 Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. Discuss the Lee's disc method for finding the conductivity of bad conductors.

40. Derive the expressions for the work done during isothermal and adiabatic
processes- Distinguish between adiabatic and isothermal elasticities.
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41. Explain the energy distribution in black body radiation. Discuss the success and
limitations of the classical theory in explaining it. Derive PIanck's radiation
formula and explain how it overcomes the short comings of the classical theory.

Briefly describe the Maxwell Boltzmann energy distribution and velocity
distribution laws.

With necessary theory describe the working of petrol engine. Derive the
expression for its efficiency.

Establish the relation between the second law of thermodynamics and entropy.
Analyse the entropy change when ice is converted into steam.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

43.

44.
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AND WRITING

(Common for B.A,/ B.Sc./ B.Com. and Career Related Group 2(a))

(2019 Admission)

Time : 3 Hours

L Answer all questions each in a word or a sentence.

1. Change the voice in lhe sentence.

Let them go.

2. Change the sentence "l love eating ice cream" into negative.

3. Supply the question tag for, "You are ok ".

4. Correct the following sentence.

I write fictions.

5. Begin the following sentence with it.

To write an essay is not easy.

6. Choose the correct verb form.

Max. Marks : 80

Trouble (choose/chose) to follow the politician wherever he went.

7. ldentify if the following sentence is grammatically correct or not.

The actor grew up as an only child.

P.T.O.



8. Rewrite the sentence using the adverb provided.

I am sad. (quite)

9. Complete the sentences with the correct option.

They are two of the same puzzle. (half/halves)

10. The majority of lyslkgls 

- 

not turned up for the strike. (has/have)

(10x1=10Marks)
ll. Answer any eight of the following quesiions as per instructions:

11. Convert the following into a compound sentence.

(a) I have an interview. I am late for it.

(b) The menagerie is far away. ltisflooded.

12. Convert the following into a simple sentence.

(a) He is a cop. lt is true.

(b) Gopal is alone. He is still cheerful.

13. Correct the following sentences.

(a) Rrtu shaked the pencil.

(b) He gave to me a pen holder.

14. Change the voice.

(a) We must take care of the puppy.

(b) Close the gate.

15. Fill in the blanks using the correct verb given in brackets.

(a) The boy has been (missing/to miss) since last week.

(b) Unicorns only in fairy tales. (exisUexisted).

16. Choose the correct usage.

(a) Half the shelf (is/are) filled with organic products.

(b) Everyone (has/have) duties.

17. Change into comparative degree:

(a) His bike is as old as mine.

(b) Megha is the brightest student in the class.
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18. . Frame a question to get the underlined word as answer.

(a) He is a criticallv acclaimed novelist.

(b) I am living in Melbourne since last vear.

19. Add the correct question tag.

(a) Everyone came to the movie premiere, 

- 

?

(b) Buying a new house is a risky affair, ?

20. Reorder the jumbled sentences.

(a) Stuggling dancer/ been/ l/ have/a

(b) WenV hiking trip/ they/ on a

2'1. Choose the appropriate option to fill in the blanks.

(a) The principal did not intend to discuss it any (further/ fartheo

(b) Ravi had done it with the intentions in mind (besubetter).

22. Rewrite into positive sentences

(a) I hate cooking.

(b) He does not like giving impromptu speeches.

(8x2='16Marks)

lll. Answer any six, as directed:

. 23. Write a conversation between two friends on a malter of importance.

24. Expand the following proverb:

A stitch in time saves nine.

25. Prepare a questionnaire to assess the pattern of spending time online among
teenagers.

26: Prepare a conversation between a teacher and a student who failed a test paper.

27. Change the following conversation into Reported Speech:

Zain: What are you doing?

Cathy: Trying to prepare a quick lunch.

Zain: Do you need my help?

Cathy: Sure. Prep these ingredients for me!

3 M - 2136



28. Change the following into passive voice.

(a) You can listen to the new song now.

(b) I saw a Banksy painting for sale at the auction.

(c) Somebody stole my purse.

(d) He gave the correct directions.

29. Fill up using articles:

She has bought new watch for you watch is very
expensive. lt is smart watch with latest features and

platinum strap.

30. Correct the following sentences.

(a) Good friends is harder to come by these days.

(b) land you can clean this mess.

(c) She is here since seven days.

(d) He gave the speech herself.

31 . Complete using suitable modals.

(a) I 

- 

leave now, as I have to flnish my homework. (should/would)

(b) lt 

- 

rain tomorrow. (may/have)

(c) You

(d) She

deliver the talk now.(musvshould)

dance properly. (can/would)

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Answer any two of the following:

32. Expand the proverb "A thing of beauty is a joy forever".

33. Write a report on the PTA meeting that took place in your college.

34. Write a short essay on the importance of health care workers during the
pandemic.

35. Write a report on the importance of world peace.

. t2 " 15 = 30 Marks)
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT

(2020 Admission Regular)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

l. Answer all questions, each in a sent6nce or two. Each question carries
1mark.

1. What is biodiversity?

2. Why is the air precious to the red man?

3. Define Ecosystem.

4. Which are the two birds who have returned due to trophic cascade?

5. What is identified as a major threat to the conservation of the natural
resources and the biodiversity?

6. What is a biodiversity hotspot?

7. What do you mean by environmental pollution?

8. Who is the speaker of the poem "The memory of Hiroshima"?

9. Expand UNISDR.

10. Give the name of the gas leaked out of the UCC plant at'Bhopal.

(10x1=10Marks)
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ll. Answer any eight, each in a paragraph not exceeding 50 words. Each.
question carries 2 marks.

1 1. What is the condition put forth before the "great chief' by the Chief Seattle?

12. According to Tagore, what are the tlvo different kinds of wisdom possessed
by Vashishtha and Vishvamitra?

13. Comment on the line ". I reintroduced myself to myself, this time a
mother".

14. "lt was a spring without voices'. Explain.

15. Describe the narrator's plot of land.

16. Suggest a few measures to reduce plastic pollution.

17. What is meant by "zero waste philosophy"?

18. Explain the concepts "Native species" and "Relic species".

19. What were the gnevances of the villagers hit by the floods?

20. "A relief party came at last'. Comment.

21 . Who is Tasha?

22. Why was Saku determined to write the best assignment in class?

23. How should one deal with a bomb threat over the phone?

24. What is a man-made disaster? Explain with an example.

25. How did Arif Khan deal with the riotous mob of students?

26. What are the measures taken to ensure proper waste management in the
relief camps?

(8x2=16Marks)

lll. Answer any six in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words. Each question
carries 4 marks.

27. How do the red man's ways differ from those of the white man?

28. Tagore's description ofthe forest hermitage and the Kin!'s court.

29. What are the harmful effects of trophic cascade on the ecosystem?

2 M -2134



. '30. What were the methods tried by the narrator's wife to solve the problem of
the bats? Did she succeed?

31. Why is plastic so ubiquitous?

32. How does Satchidanandan present the bleak picture of the Chernobyl
disaster?

33. What was Saku's assignment about?

34. Briefly explain the methods to mitigate the adverse impact of floods.

35. Examine the elements of sarcasm in Nissim Ezekiel's poem.

36. Discuss the experiences shared by the survivors of the Bhopal gas tragedy.

37. What is the medical emergency situation faced by Arif Khan? How does he
manage to save the life of the person?

38. What are the things to be taken care of while setting up medical camps
inside relief camps?

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Answer any two of the following in not less than 300 words. Each question
carries 15 marks.

39. Discuss the ecological concerns and environmental values raised by Chief
Seattle in his speech.

40. Explain how lndian Classical literature conceives ecology as mentioned by
Tagore.

41. Attempt a critical appreciation of Basheer's story.

42. Gieve Patel's poem voices the anxiety over the mass destruction of trees.
Analyse.

43. What is the impact of plastic on the marine eco system?

44. "The Truth about the Floods" reveals the agony of the victims of the floods
and the apathy of the officials. Substantiate.

.(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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l. fiin : \ro rr< qr srfl ii Tfl ftfuct

t. fe{ qrFrs * scar€ qsrc ati it

2. '{st<r 6r :r3ra' fus Grn q{ fi 4 rd T{iT iI

3. fr+4 S + eqen ?+m ar gn+ clq er i?

4. r{qrsrft+{i?

5. '+a6TftErE'ffi.qcri?

6. dsd fd 6r r++d 4t A?

z qFrcg6{ sr KT rrq flr ir
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9. 6s cB{r + {qrffi 6t{ i ?

10. 'fi{ {{q {srd' ftr+r *rrc ii
(10x1=10Marks)

ll. ffir , ffi rra crii fi Tfl 6rls s0 qr<i i fafuql

11. t{dr3fr ii 4tq g++ {sr Sqqt? Rl?

12. fls{rc +{ i? Tt fuan iu+ +1 an tere emr }?

13. nHH6Eli?

14. ctsrd 6t{ i?

I S. fi-<r {s t fus6r fu{q E3n i t

16. t{;ft 1on' t qr+q *} wr ers +dr t? .

17. griagilR*1, 6T&w ft'q llrrrs ii {flRr i,Te *z

18. qrd qs{Bnqs + s{+e6{ qi E6A €{q t 6E{t Ri T{ ftqr ?

19. 'a'*qtl+ss{wrwi?

20. ird< t srsff +S *l aql {6 {drqri

21. {s{,r frfr EF6e i?

22. rri{ d 6rffi ff Si R} 3{rA * ?

23. fir+S w qn qq dl w er 6o+t

24. dsff 6r qr6 dia rd fr-qr qrq d eqre Eqr-qr ftsFrqi orff i ?

25. 3{+sfl qit Estsr i ra} * fuqsEiq{E Frdt

26 rr+< qr€ errr {kd ffi =r r++rrit * an fifuqr

(8x2=16Marks)
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lll. ffi{I : ffi s: slql * e.n +i1-q 120 {r<l d lifuql

27. +ss + s3m -dff rrdqq .rfi il fi{ur FTs fr1}ql

28. a;qqri + vft *ff iqq< 6r wr irFinq i?

29. +€-s 6..dfrc 6ffi i* Sq{'d?

30. fum A ffi Td or l+:"r ffIiqt

31. 3{+s6{ qRa dta6{ dt {st(t R} 3lr}?

32. 'Ei E, +xrf+rr +l 6fl-l-6ff rc 6l qrlr{ rgar * r{ra qrgEqt

33. t{;ir gdra ff yd-mT.Trdr qr y+rsr sTfuqr

3a. ,ps< qraa ff Efu 
q 6'F{j-a' +-qr qf6 },

35. gvff tmf e€r( + efr* c{ y6rvr srfrsr

36. Eert I€B fr+6 * qvn rriffi* eift oor q*crdF dr{-6tr i?

37. ftsr< ft rs *r qan tqe fffrqt

38. {Iaga gt } 3q{R {rsrsnr Rr i?

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. fi?sr : fu'{ * vrii * str zso n6it t lifuqr

39. *E +r fo*t' ,ffi c{ q-firrl 3Thqr

+0. 'trt er<q t\ <re : 6raTdr' qra fi {ffm A&cl

4'1. fi-dr rc'+r q,'iE firfuqr
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42. '@ vn-ar 6r qire' ;t Efir dq s+{ ,rF{r&'{it or furq fffuqr

a3. '+iq{rq IdlE' fiiiq w v{]rT sTfuqt

44. '{stEr 61 3{g[{' qra i er&qm g3{rq: .R r*nr srfict

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - I

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1. What is antecedent in a conditional statement?

2. Define tautology.

3. Give the negation of "S is compact and convex."

4. Express the statement "lf x is greater than 1, then I is greater than l" using
quantifiers.

5. Define half-open lntervals.

6. Let L be the length of the curve x = In l,y = sint(1< t < r). Find an integral
expression for L.

7. Write the formula for the area A of the region R enclosed by the polar curve

r=f(e)(a<0<fi andthelines 0=q and 0= F.

P.T.O.



8. lf v -< -2, o,1> and w =<3,5, 4>, the find w-2v.

L Express u.vas a determinant.

'10. Define trace of a surfaae in a plane.

(10x1=l0Marks)

SECTION _ II

Answer any eight questions from among the questions 1'l to 22. These questions
carry 2 marks each.

1 1. Draw the truth table of the biconditional statement.

'12. What are the two types of quantifiers?

'13. Prove that (-p=c)ep.
14. Prove that ,4^(U\B)=A\8, where A.and B be any two sets and U is the

universal set.

'15. Prove that (a,b) = (c,d) if andonlyif a= candb=d.

16. Deflne equivalence relation. Give an example.

17. Eliminate tand establish a relation between xandy, given x =2t-3,y=6t-7.
'18. Find the slope of the tangent line to the unit circle x = cos t, y = sin t at the point

6

19. Find the circumference of a circle having radius 'a' whose parametric equation is
x= acos t,y=asint.

20. Find the center and radius of the sphere x2+y2+ z2-2x 4y+82+17=O-

21. Find a vector that is orthogonal to both of the vectors u=<2, 1,3> and

v =<-7,2,-1> -

22. Calculate the scalar triple product u.(v,w) of the veclors u=3i-2i-5k,
v - i+4 j -4k,w - 3j +2k.

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECT|ON -

Answer any six questions from among the questions 23 to 31. These questions carry
4 marks each.

23. Prove that p + q and - g:+- p are logically equivalen

24. Prcve that "For every a>0 lhere exists a->0 such that
1-r<x <1+d+5 -€ <2x+3 <5+€".

1

25. Let f(x) be an integrable function. lf Jf(x)+ o, then prove that there exists an x in
o

[0,1]such that f(x)* 0.

26. Sketch the tra.iectory over the time interval 0<f<10 of the particle whose
parametric equations of motion are x = t-3sin ,,y = 4 3cost.

27. Withoul eliminating the parameter, find dytdx and d'zytdl al (1, 1) and (1, -1) on

the semicubical parabola given by the parametric equations x = f2,y = f3.

28. Sketch the graph of the equation r= sin , in polar coordinates by plotting points.

29. lf u and v are nonzero vectors in 2-space or 3-space, and if d is the angle

between them, then prove that cosd - ffi
.\ I - ,\

30. Let v - <2.3>, et - {+ +),", - {-+,+). Find the scalar components of v' \.,t2 ,121 - \ .t2 .,t21

along q and e, and the veclor components of v along e1 and ez.

3'1. Find the orthogonal pro.iection of v = i+i+k on b=2i+2i, and then find the

vector component of v orthogonal to b.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION _ IV

Answer any two questions from among the questions 32 to 35.These questions carry
15 marks each.

32. Explain in detail, inductive reasoning and proof by counter example using the
funclion f(n)= n2 + n+17.

33. (a) Prove that the countable union of counlable sets is countable.

(b) Prove that the set of all rational numbers is countable.

34. (a) Find the slope of the tangent line to the cicle r = 4 cos d at the point where
0=ttl4.

(b) Find the arc length of the spiral r=e'between 0 =o and 0=t.
35. (a) Suppose that two forces are applied to an eye bracket. Find the magnitude

of the resultant and the angle B that it makes with the positive x-axis.

(b) Find the angle between a diagonal of a cube and one of its edges.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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I . eo3 cl:caeflcac o5ma crcaJoorcerc porDoo o€)gJroJe.

1. go3eru"o6rm o3ellaccncoorollcd oroolcoogs3rmoircoo?

2. oacocgonioa er6!5rDooooro rcro6J6roro crnccurd o43oi?

3. oul.ojl. ococA 
"Jlggcor3os 

oene'-oo11ro cmcorejlo.o G.'Joo9loJ6.

4. oorm'lra oglrm crncorrd o6)vjoflcoroco?

5. (DaaBp8 o-1ioa@ocd oocm'rncaacd oJlccod{ltrlldoem(ocoo?

6. 6ccpf d r:rmco nuoccDo (6mor(Aao" crJlaeamrocco.ilojrm3, orodaei?

7. oorggcaorlcolgo(fl toeoorotlo(fr GoJoo.rD?

8. occno cmcaril pmocmo oormlrd o6)oD?

P-T-O-



9. .ncerlo63 n{)rm cmccrrello(o aAoroccrteol

10. mcacoerroro o-llrillccoro,ri rarococgccd o,1i@Eiruil corcoa croEllgsdcmrocdao?

(10x1=10Marks)

ll. eo3 eremr5lacdd ooJlcorcoor o6g c orccJ(florn;poro)oo o€)9JtoJ6r.

11. "coJ oorqq oond edsoa) 1o:cruoJleo3o c.lrcoa (o6neJ oo:e6q eo3 a3$ocor gotmnJleo3coc?"

pr G-.r c6J(I,rdioca 6).L:coJognoP

12. ocuppccnlorgocfl rorclrocor3os ee,qo oocrocaroJrma?

'13. "oremonflo@cor3o oJlo;cre;cnuoro,lo@ror3o '.UJcsoca) oJ(dlcolosi6-6r30a rarootd oonegccr.:o3o

omagos adlorpf m3 oJlrrrid ororgoo o6<r,i14" oJlc,oolecdao3a.

'14. &cgotl6(o o€Bc o-Dcorjl@J acao€rgoruilego poneccoflojrmjoo.tcm"olococca 6cro6moocro?

'15. "om(NoQ Gro5o qrcmclocos cro BlA6nr'eroc0 accflogoJocgo4o crile43." mxr:6reo

orJ6roocdoa6.

16. oca)ca orco)mcdd oicmp oirjl-caotcm" gmcgoJlom clt3cnaollotc"oo odqcorsa)ce)
fiucoo-aloJo ()6)(10)1

17. 6J56$"ei"6rDococoJos cdoaor6,m dloiloo)dFil(o)e8g p.o€)o.o€)mroca cmdltorc@o oono?

18. e{ffJl s6qecro(E o-il5d Gnaog5o(r)crBom? oflcoGocdoJe.

19. oEGco(Ii COCCOeOBgOCCO,i (DCOCOOJo 5)-2lqC6m" eJCCaCrUa oorm G(oC@OOrO el"e{€dlgl
n-lOco3rmro?

20. moqos 6cero clrcaoroc cn3cscnooiorfl aceocoemcrrioJororcca ecoemoocruf

2'1.6-eJcra)*6)c0oo6mco.roaoccaollSerlggoraao"rue,sopgcl:ccrllcorm>orecr.:oo6)rrofl

22. "6ro6^6BS6s 5D-rero oggJo.roa o1leLcff$cricorcem"' - pcrflocorco3 o,caoro" ocmccroroooco3 cucdloc

cuacllerccaene srocoBgos cJlercmJlnll crucBdeoJao Grooocolo{o cuJ@roac6oe&.

(8x2=16Marks)
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' ill. 120 cucoeild aojlco)coor Gloci c-crcBJor,irdpc6ro.oo ooeroJe.

23. oroflgcroro oacorcaoorogfl rm3gg p.o60.oOodocA Godl.r.,.lcorooloo-?

24. o rocoroc@(o (rucc-oicooJerJ5-oEog paocgl (oocuQ?5njl6oJmo(o6moco?

25. pro3gcca o63ggoroJ6s oJc0o-i1(61 o rdl.'ocnu;rnca.3cmoioc0 mrcoo aroJo cljooBl6,.o16o1@r.

26. c,iordcdcnrgoc0 mllacor o'ooi coo"s lo)6e>pocro)& co?

27. o@ococa 6,19 oorm a,Lo<oJloro 
"ocm.Uoero 

ollercoroJcdroJo.

28. (roo(r])lrdtlaraoa)Jos dlolloojlo,s6mo oo-r6r66nrJajl o6ym aiocollot croo,1l",Scooc€d(mc,i

o€)caBoco?

29. -ordlcoacroot <oooomoSe;(1ao" crnccrele4gg rmocmo raosercgodsJoloedr.

30. ocre,occqrl@.,rocfl aeoadcaao3gg corclco rJlcr<o1ao3a.

31. osc*cgdlo)lo smcqroroJo{o roooleqgp erxruoorodd "gto''.O(o olecorocf, crirdla,vemo

n61rto?

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. o3rm3 o4oo-rcioi Ao,rlarcoo oErB. c-orcr3Jlururdgcdrooo ooea(DJ6.

32. oJlullcortro rruorlorloao mJ€€oJrm cJooooJ6m-'paoc4'oid lorro;aoogs3rmoi
gormJodldose.

33. cuaoroocmaceitoJqudrdleotgg osne" auoogceni '(6)g'oldo '@dos'6m(/)clo'eo)Jo - -o]A-o!

o-c.lguai

34. 6l.oJl. oisa)o(o 1o.]ollecorle)s o4asporcorcem''esnfloroioorui - gormJo"dl6oJ6.

35. ooo dl. crcor)3cr:oco mca)olos €rloagos torc(oJ&(DecA l(lroflroelloo3rm 6Lo@rc5ID'

'eA6ctls6o' - 1or oi.rcr{laoga.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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(2020 Admission Regular)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Define sample space.

2. Define statistical regularity.

3. Prove that P(/)= o.

4. lt A and Bare independent, thenwhatis P(AlB)and P(BlA)?

5. State the multiplication theorem of probability.

6. Define compound probability.

7. Give the definition of the distribution function of a two dimensional random
vector.

8. Express variance in terms of conditional variance and conditional expectation.

P.T.O.



9. State the linearity property of expectation.

10. Define moment generating function associated with a random variable.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1 1. Distinguish between mutually exclusive and exhaustive events with examples.

12. For any two events A and B in lhe same sample space prove that

P(A^B)< P(A\ < P(,a ue)< e(a)+ e(a).

13. Give the classical definition of probability and mention ils drawbacks.

'14. Define probability as a'measure', explaining the term'measure'-

'15. What do you mean a probability space?

16. State the law oftotal probability.

17 . lf A and B are independent events then prove that A and Bc are independent and
A' and B are independent.

18. ll A, B and C are mutually independent, then prove that AvB and C are
independent.

19. lf the joint pdf of X and Y is p\x,y\= )lzr +3y).r =0,1 and y=1,2 what is the

joint distribution function?

20. Find the conditional pdf of X tY, if the joint pdf of (X,Y) is

f(x,y) = z- x - y, o < x,y <1.

21. When do you say that two random variables are stochastically independent?

22. Define the concept of Transformation of one dimensional random variables.

23. Show that E(X)=E(E(X lY)), with usual notations.

M - 2340



24. Wdt; the expression for the rh and sh product moment about the origin ofthe
bivariate random vector (X r.

25. Give the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.

26. Show that /x(t)and 6r( t) are complex conjugate functions, where p, (t) is the
characteristic function of the random variable X.

(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Give the axiomatic definition of probability.

28. Tom speaks truth in 30 percent cases and Jerry speaks trutn in Z5 percent
cases. What is the probability that they would contradict each other?

29. Discuss the frequency/statistical definitibn of probability. Using this deflnition,
prove that P(Ac)= 1-P(A).

30. Suppose A, B and C are events such that

P(A)=P(B)=P(c)=1t4, P(A^B)=o=P(B^c) and pteaQ=l Evatuate

P(A . 8,, c).

31. Each of the three guns has a probability 0.4 of hitting a target. What is the
probability that (a) all will hit the target and (b) at least one will hit the target?

sz. lf pl| = clll ,x =r,2,.... is a probability mass function,(a) find c andtat\ u,/

(b) P(1<X<3).

33. The joint pdf of alwodimensional randomvariableisf(x,y)=2,0<x<1io<y<x.

Then (a) find the marginal pdfs of X and Y and (b) check whether X and Y are
independent

34. A continuous random variable X has the pdf f(x) = Ae 'te,x > o.(a) Find A and
(b) for any two positive integers s and , prove that P(x > s+f/x > f)= P(x > s).

M - 2340



35.

37.

ll f(x)=1,,0< x <1, flnd the pdf of Y =-2logx.

A balanced die is rolled. lf a person receives Rs. 10 when he gets an even
number and loses Rs. 8 when he gets an odd number, how much money can he
expect on an average in the long run.?

Letr(x,y)=exy,o<x<y<1.Find(a) E(Y tx) and 1o; v(vlx).

Mention the important properties of a characteristic function.

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. From a group of I children including 5 boys and 3 girls, three children are
selected at random. What is the probability that (a) No girl (b) only one girl
(c) one particular girl (d) at least one girl (e) More girls than boys are selected?

40. Prove or disprove: Mutual independence of three events implies pairwise
independent. ls the converse true? Justify your claim.

41. (a) State and prove Baye's theorem.

(b) Three identical boxes contain two balls each. One has both red, one has
one red and one black and the third has two black balls. A person chooses a
box at random and takes out a ball. lf the ball is red and the probability that
the other ball in the box is also red.

a2. Let f(x,y)=!(2x+3ylx = o.1.2 & y = 1.2.3 be the joint pdf of (x,v). Then find''' 72
(a) the distribution of x+ Y, (b) the conditional distribution of X I X +Y = 3 and
(c) examine whether X and Y are independent or not.

43. Find the moment generating function of X with pdf f(x) = ],0 < x < a and 0
0'

elsewhere. Also compute the mean and the first 4 central moments.

44. Let X and y have the joint Adf f(xy) =\!-,, = 1,2:, y =1,2.Find the coefficient of
18

correlation between xand 
" ,2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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PY ,1231.1 _ THERMAL PHYSICS AND STATISTICAL MECHANICS

(2018 and 2019 Admission)

Time : 3 Hours

PART _ A

Answer all questions. Answer should not exceed two sentences.

Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Define the term Microstate with the help of an example.

2. Explain the term grand canonical ensemble.

3. State Clausius statement of second law of thermodynamics.

4. State equipartition of energy theorem.

5. What is diffusion?

6. Explain the term thermodynamic probability.

7. Define coefficient of performance. ls it greater than one? Explain

8. Explain the term Adiabatic Process.

L What is the unit of entropy?

10. State Zeroth law of thermodynamics.

(10x1=10Marks)

P.T.O.



PART * B

Answer any eight questions. Answer should not exceed one small paragraph.

Each question carries 2 marks

11 . Distinguish between Accessible and lnaccessible Macrostates.

12. Discuss Lee's disc method for finding the coefficient of thermal conductivity for
bad conductors.

13. Deduce the expression for work done during isothermal processes.

14. Show that there is always an increase of entropy in an irreversible cycle.
'15. What is an indicator diagram? State its importance.

16. What is the effect of pressure on thermal conductivity?

17. Derive the equation for adiabatic elasticity.

18. Explain the concept of entropy and available energy.

19. Explain the term Thermal Diffusivity or thermometric conductivjly.

20. Discuss the distribution of energy in the spectrum of black body on the basis of
the spectrum obtained in the experiment performed by Lummer and Pringsheim.

21. State the principle of increase of entropy.

22. Mention the physical significance and properties of entropy.

(8x2='16Marks)
PART _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks

23. Calculate the surface temperature of sun and moon if the wavelength
corresponding to the maximum intensity of radiations from them are 4235 A0 and
1stm respectively (Wien's constant b = .2892 x'lQ-2 mk)

24. A quantity of at al27"C and at atmospheric pressure is suddenly compressed to
half its original volume. Find the final

(a) pressure and

(b) temperature. Given ,, : 1 .4.

25. Calculate the probability that in tossing a coin 5 times. we. get 3 heads and 2
tails.
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26. Calculate the radiant emittance of a black body at a temperature of

(a) 4o0K

(b) 4OOOK Given o = 5.672x10 8 M.K.S. units.

27. When 50gm of water is heated from 100C to 900C, by how much does its
. entropy change?

28. Compare the radiant emittance of a black body at 20K and 200K. Given

o=5.672x10 8 S units.

29. .Find the, efficiency of the Carnot's engine working between the steam point and
the ice point.

30. A bar of length 30 cm and uniform area of cross section 5 cm2 consists of two
halves AB of copper and BC of iron welded together at B. The end A is
maintained at 200"C and the end C at 0'C- The sides of the bar are thermally
insulated. Find the rate of flow of heat along the bar when the steady state is
reached. Thermal conductivity of copper is 0.9 and thermal conductivity of iron is
0.12 CGS units.

31. Calculate the increase in entropy of 1okg of water at 100"C when it changes to
vapour. Given Latent heat of steam = 540 cal/gram.

(6x4=24Marks)

PART _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks

32. Define solar constant. Describe an experiment to:determine the solar constant
using a pyrheliometer.

33. Show that the probability of a molecule to have.its velocity component between
, .! rnv;

v,, and v,,'dv,isgiven by P(v,)dv,-l m-l'e2n dv,.
\znt< t )

34. What is T-S diagram? Find the expression for efficiency of a reversible Carnot's
engine with the help of T-S diagram.

35. Calculate the work done in a Carnot's Cycle of operations. Deduce the efficiency
of a Carnot's engine in terms of the temperatures between which it works.

.(2 x '15 = 30 Marks)
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l. Answer all questions each in a word or a sentence.

1. Change the voice in the sentence.

Let them go.

2. Change the sentence "l love eating ice cream" into negative.

3. Supply the question tag for, "You are ok,

4. Correct the following sentence.

I write fictions.

5. Begin the following sentence with it.

To write an essay is not easy.

6. Choose the correct verb form.

Trouble
went.

(choose/chose) to follow the politician wherever he

P.T.O.



7. ldentify if the following sentence is grammatically correct or not.

The actor grew up as an only child.

8. Rewrite the senience using the adverb provided.

I am sad. (quite)

9. Complete the sentences with the correct option.

They are two of the same puzzle. (half/halves)

10. The majority of workers nol turned up for the strike. (has/have)

(10x1=l0Marks)

ll. Answer any eight of the following questions as per instructions:

1 
'1. Convert the following into a compound sentence.

(a) I have an interview. I am late for it.

(b) The menagerie is far away. lt is flooded.

12 Convert the following into a simple sentence.

(a) He is cop. lt is true.

(b) Gopal is alone. He is still cheerful.

13. Correct the following sentences.

(a) Ritu shaked the pencil.

(b) He gave to me a pen holder.

14. Change the voice.

(a) We must take care of the puppy.

(b) Close the gate.

'15. Fill in the blanks using the correct verb given in brackets.

(a) The boy has been (missing/to miss) since last week.

only in fairy tales. (exisvexisled).

2

(b) Unicorns
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16. Choose the correet usage.

(a) . Half the shelf (is/are) filled with organic products.

(b) Everyone (has/have) duties.

17. Change into comparative degree:

(a) His bike is as old as mine.

(b) Megha is the brightest student in the class.

'18. Frame a question to get the underlined word as answer.

(a) He is a criticallv acclaimed novelist

(b) I am living in Melbourne since leglygel.

19. Add the correct question tag.

(a) Everyone came to the movie premie[e, --*- . ?

(b) Buying a new house is a risky affair,

20. Reorder the jumbled sentences.

(a) Struggling dancer/been/l/have/a

(b) Wenvhiking trip/they/on a

21. Choose the appropriate option to fill in the blanks.

(a) The principal did not intend to discuss it any (further/farther)

(b) Ravi had done it with the intentions in mind (besubetter)

22. Rewrite into positive sentences.

(a) I hate cooking.

(b) He does not like giving impromptu speeches.

23. Change into Direct speech.

(a) She said that she had bought a new Aud i.

(b) She said that she won the sweepstakes.

,)
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24. Change into exclamatory sentence-

(a) The holiday ended with a bang.

(b) lt was a great movie.

Write a conversation between two friends on

Expand the following proverb:

A Stitch in time saves nine.

lll. Answer any six, as directed:

27. Prepate a questionnaire to assess the
teenagers.

a matter of importance.

(8x2=16Marks)

pattern of spending time online among

25.

28. Prcpare a conversation between a teacher and a student who failed in a test
paper.

29. Change the following conversation into Reported Speech:

Zain: What are you doing?

Cathy: Trying to prepare a quick lunch.

Zain: Do you need my help?

Cathy: Sure. Prep these ingredients for me!

30. Change the following into passive voice.

(a) You can listen to the new song now.

(b) I saw a Banksy painting for sale at the auction.

(c) Somebody stole my purse.

(d) He gave the correct directions.
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31. Fill up using articles:

She has bought new watch for you
very expensive. lt is smart watch with
features and platinum strap.

32. Correct the following sentences.

(a) Good friends is harder to come by these days.

(b) I and you can clean this mess.

(c) She is here since seven days.

(d) He gave the speech herself.

33. Complete using suitable modals.

watch is
latest

leave now, as I have to finish my homework.

rain tomorrow. (may/have)

deliver the talk now. (musushould)

dance properly. (can, would)

(a) t
(should/would)

(b) rt -
(c) You

(d) She

34. Preparc a questionnaire to analyse the fitness routjne of software professionals.

35. Rewrite using the adverbs provided.

(a) He reaches office late. (generally)

(b) Her judgement is on point. (mostly)

(c) lam happy. (quite)

(d) I have no regrets. (usually)

36. Fill up using suitable prepositions.

(a) lso the library every day.

(b) The car fell a ditch.

(c) She was popular old people.

me on the plane.

5

(d) . He was sitting
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37. Fill up using suitable conjunctions.

(a) The room was spic span-

(b) The child is strong emotional.

(c) Meena forgot whether to stay leave.

(d) Let me know you reach the destination.

38. Attempt a dialogue between you and your teacher on how effective online exams
were during the pandemic period.

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Answer any two of the following:

39. Expand the proverb "A thing of beauty is a joy forever".

40. Write a report on the PTA meeting that took place in your college.

4'1. Write a short essay on the importance of health care workers during the
pandemic.

42. Wtite a report on the importance of world peace.

43. Outline story.

Snake - middle of the night - scared - child scared - called mother - torch
light - black rope - child happy - mother relieved.

44. Expand the proverb "A bird in hand is worth two in the bush".

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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PART - A

All the first 10 questions are compulsory and each carries 1 mark :

1. Write the negation'of the statement

"M is a cyclic- subgroup"

2. lndicate whether the slatement

"5 is not prime or 8 is prime" is true or false.

3. Rewrite the statement "There exists a number less than 7" using l, V and ), as
appropriate.

4. lI A, B, C are subsets ofa universal set U, then state whether the statement

A r' (B ,-.t C) - (A n B)u (A n C) is true or false.

5. Write the parametric equation of semicubical parabola.

(2020 Admission Regular)



6. Write the equation of parabola with focus (p, o) and directrix x =.-p.

7. Which logical connective corresponds to the set relationship A _c B?

8. Find the dot product of the vectors < 3, 5 > and < -1, 2 > .

9. What is the general form of equation of a plane?

'lo. Describe the s urlsss 7 = (x - 1\2 + (y + 2\2 + 3 .

PART - B

Answer any eight questions from questions 1 1 to 26. These questions carry 2 marks :

11. Write the truth table for p v q .

12. ldentify the anlecedent and conseq;ent in the statement "lf n is an integer, then
2n is an even integer".

'13. Provide a counler example to lhe statement "Every Continuous function is
differentiable".

14. Write the contrapositive statement of the statement "continuity is a necessary
condition for differentiability .

15. Lel f :A)B and g:B >C be bijective. Then prove that g"f :/-)C is

bi.jective.

16. State the reflection property of parabolas.

'17. Determine a rotation angle d that will eliminate the xy-term in the equation

2x2 t xy-2Y2 t x Y -0.
'18. Name the conic for which the set of points whose distance lo the point (2, 3) is

half the distance to the line x + y = 1.

19. Find the new coordinates of the point (2, 4) if the coordinate axes are rotated

through an angle of P = 30'.
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20. Find.the equation of the hyperbola with vertices (0, t8) and asymptotes

4v=t-x.,3

21. Find the arc length of the spiral r:e'between 0=Qand0=r.

22. Find the parametric equations of the line passing through (4,2) and parallel to

v=(-t, s) .

23. Calculate the scatar triple product u.(vxw) of the veclors u=Zi Zj-Sk,
v=i+aj-+k,w=3j+2k.

24. Show that u x u = 0 for any vector u in 3-space.

25. Find the vector of length 2 that makes an angle of f, with the positive x-axis.

26. Find the distance d between the points (2, 3, -1) and (4, -1 , 3).

PART - C

Answer any six questions from questions 27 to 38. These questions carry 4 marks
each :

27. Construct a truth table for the compound statement

-(p^q)€[(-p)v(-q)]

28. Use a truth table to verify that p=q and -q*-p are logically equivalent.

2s. Let A.-f,z,l,+| ano B=e,4,6\ be subsets of {he universal set

U = 11, 2, 3, 4, 5, 61. Then what is 4 (,, 8, A a B, A\ B and lJ - B?
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30. Let 4={1 2:,3} and B:{2,4,6, B}. Which of the following relations are functions

between A and B?

(a) fi, 2), (2, 6), (3, 4), (2, 8))

(b) k1,4), (3,8)l

(c) (1 6), (2,6), (3,2))

(d) (1, 8), (2,2), (3,4)).

31. Find the slope of the tangent line to the circle r =4cose at the point where

4

32. Find the area of the region that ls inside tne cadioid r = 4 + 4cos d and outside
the circle r=6.

33. Find an equation of the parabola that is symmetric about the y-axis, has its vertex
at the origin and passes through the point (5, 2).

34. Find the equations of the paraboloid z=x2+yz in cylindrical and spherical

coordinates.

35. Find the spherical coordinates o, the point that has rectangular coordinates

(x, y, z) = (4, - 4, 4Jo).

36. Sketch the graph ot the parabola x2 =12y .

37. Describe the surfr"", = -lr' n y').

38. The planes x+2y-22=3 and 2x+4y-42=7 arc paallel since thejr normals

< 1, 2, 2 > and <2, 4, 4> arc paftllel vectors. Find the distance betlveen these

planes.
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. PART_D,

Answer any two questions fr6m questions 39 to 44. These questions carry'15 marks
each :

39. Find examples of relations with the following properties.

(a) Reflexive, but not symmetric and not transitive.

(b) Symmetric, but not reflexive and not transitive.

(c) Transitive but not reflexive and not symmetric.

(d) Reflexive and symmelric but not symmetric-

(e) Reflexive and transitive but not symmetric.

40. (a) Let f:A >B and g:B+C. Using the ordered pair definition of the
composition g"f , prove that 9.f is.a function and that g.f :A -+ C.

(b) Find an example offunctions f :A-+B and g:B +C such that

(i) f and g " f are both injective but g is not injective.

(ii) g and g.f are both surjective but fis not sur.iective.

(iii) g. f is bijective but neither f nor g is bijective.

41. (a) Without eliminating the parameter, find { and 
g}1 ur1,1)and (1, -'1)ondx dxz

the semicubical parabola x=f2, y=t3(--<t<-).

(b) ln a disastrous first flight, an experimental paper airplane follows the
tra.iectory of a particle :

x = t-3sinf, y = 4-3cost(l > 0)

but crashes into a wall at time t = 10.

(i) At what times was the airplane flying horizontally?

(ii) At what time was it flying vertically?
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42. Sketch the graph ol r = cos20 in polar coordinates, showing step by step the
variation of d as follows :

o._0>L.Lr,0._L. 1<013,. 3,,rrr. ,.g.5, 5, rr.-3o4 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 2'
3l 

=o17' .7' ,.0 ,2o .244

a3. (a) Find the angle between the vectors u =i -Zj +ZX andv= 3i +6j +2k.

(b) 
. 
Find the angle between a diagonal of a cube and one of its edges.

lt r\ I t r\(c) Let v(2,3) e,=( 
^,-- ) and e,=(---, - ). Find the scalar

\,t2 .'l2l - \ .,12 .,,!21

components of v along el and e2 and the vectors components of v along

e. and er.

44. (a) Find parametric equations of the line L passing through the points
p,(2, 4, -1) and pr(5,0,7).

(b) Let L1 and L2 bethe lines

L1:x=1t 4t,y=5 41,z= 1 5t

L2: x = 2+ 8t, y = 4 -3t, z = 5+ t

Do the lines intersect?
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